Slowed central processing in simple and go/no-go reaction time tasks in Parkinson's disease.
Studies of cognition and motor control have independently suggested that patients with Parkinson's disease show deficits in both attentional control and the preprogramming of movement. However, few studies have examined directly the involvement of cognitive processes in the origin of their slowed response. We examined the performance of 100 Parkinson's disease patients on simple reaction time (SRT) and a series of go/no-go cross-modality choice reaction time (CRT) tasks, in which motor response was constant; correct positive responses required attention to a progressively increasing number of dimensions of visual and auditory stimuli. The results showed that Parkinson's disease patients became increasingly impaired in response speed as choice complexity increased. Slowed response speed in Parkinson's disease involved two factors: (i) a 'perceptuomotor' factor which was constant across conditions and independent of choice complexity. Depression affected this factor selectively and independently of confounding associations with impoverished motor control; (ii) a 'cognitive-analytical' factor, which played an increasingly important role as complexity of choice increased. The characteristics of the relationship between response latency and cognitive complexity indicate that the deficit was due to a constant proportional slowing in cognitive speed across all SRT and CRT conditions. A cognitive deficit affecting the monitoring of stimulus-response compatibility may contribute to delayed response in Parkinson's disease. This cognitive-analytical deficit is present in early, untreated cases and, in contrast to perceptuomotor processes, is weakly related to depression.